Genetic engineering and characterisation of chlorotoxin-fused gelonin for enhanced glioblastoma therapy.
Despite substantial advances in its treatment, brain cancer remains a life-threatening disease with a poor survival rate. The main challenges for the conventional chemotherapy include an insufficient efficacy of drugs and toxicity caused by their nonselective mode of action. Recently, great attention has been paid to highly potent macromolecules such as gelonin, a type 1 ribosome-inactivating protein that inhibits protein translation. However, gelonin is poorly internalised into tumour cells and cannot distinguish between cancer and normal cells. To overcome these challenges, we engineered in this study a recombinant gelonin fusion protein with chlorotoxin, known as a brain cancer-homing peptide. The gelonin-chlorotoxin (Gel-CLTX) fusion chimera, produced in Escherichia coli, possessed an equipotent N-glycosidase activity with that of unmodified gelonin and, furthermore, could be selectively internalised into U-87 MG glioma cells over noncancerous glial cells. Consequently, Gel-CLTX displayed substantial inhibition of protein translation in U-87 MG cells, which eventually led to significantly augmented tumouricidal effects. When tested against xenograft tumour-bearing mice, Gel-CLTX showed higher tumour accumulation and inhibition of tumour growth than did gelonin, with a low systemic toxicity. Taken together, our results demonstrate the feasibility of using a fusion strategy for enhanced chemotherapy of brain tumours.